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ABSTRACT

A dual motor linear actuator is disclosed .for use in a

magnetic disc drive device. It includes a carriage recip
rocatably guided between a pair of guide rails, with the
accessing transducers being mounted to its inner end.
Separate rectangular drive coils are affixed in symmetri
cal outboard relationship at the sides of the body of the
carriage. The actuator assembly further includes two
pairs of slab shaped magnets mounted to E‘shaped mag»
net support structures that are integrally formed with
the base of the disc drive device. The magnets are
mounted to form two air gaps that are symmetrically
disposed relative to a center plane and so that they

respectively cooperate with the drive coils to apply
motive forces on the carriage generally along two lines
that are equidistantly spaced from the aforesaid plane of
symmetry. The outer ends of pole pieces of the two
magnet support structures are rigidly interconnected by
a single plate that acts as an end pole piece for both
magnet support structures.

21 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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apply forces to the carriage generally along parallel
lines that are laterally spaced and symmetrically dis
posed relative to the desired linear path of travel of the

LINEAR ACTUATOR FOR A MEMORY STORAGE
APPARATUS

carriage. The pair of laterally and symmetrically spaced
5 linear motors together provide powerful actuation
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
forces to thereby achieve rapid access times and stabi
The present invention generally relates to memory
lize the carriage against vibrations. The two motors also
storage apparatus, and more particularly, the invention
occupy only a small radial volume and together pro
concerns an improved memory storage apparatus hav
duce insignificant magnetic leakage in the vicinity of
ing a linear actuator for reciprocatably positioning a

the peripheries of the rotating discs. The magnets of

transducer relative to a disc or other media upon which
information is recorded. The actuator is referred to as a
linear actuator because it is adapted to move the trans

each of the pair of motors are designed to provide one
half of the force needed to drive the carriage so that the
magnetic ?elds associated with each motor are rela

ducer along a straight line relative to the media of the
memory storage apparatus.
The present invention provides a linear actuator par
ticularly useful in a magnetic memory storage apparatus

tively reduced in comparison to the magnetic field that
would be associated with a single linear motor of the
known conventional linear actuators. Due to the re

duced ?eld strength, the stray leakage at the ends of the
linear motors of the present invention will be insigni?

of the type known in the art as a Winchester magnetic
disc memory storage apparatus. The actuator is situated

adjacent the peripheries of several vertically spaced
discs and is designed to rapidly position the transducers
to access recorded disc information. The transducers

normally comprise ?oating read/ write heads. Although
the present invention shall be described in connection
with the Winchester disc drive unit, it will be appreci
ated that the actuator will be useful in other types of
electromagnetic memory storage apparatus and also can

be directly applied in optical memory storage apparatus
wherein an optical transducer or several optical trans
ducers are incorporated in the actuator.

The need for a compact, high capacity magnetic disc
memory storage apparatus has generated much interest
in recent years in the Winchester type of disc drive
device. Due to the increased track density made possi
ble by recent developments, there has been an ongoing
attempt to provide an actuator capable of extremely
rapid access time and yet which is compact. Although
some actuators have been generally satisfactory, the
known prior actuator designs have not been able to
meet most of the following objectives: occupying a
relatively small radial dimension at the peripheries of
the rotating discs (e.g., approximately twice as great as
the intended total stroke of the actuator); providing a
sufficiently high magnetic force constant to both rap

idly accelerate and decelerate the carriage (achieve
extremely rapid access times) and also hold the carriage
steady against minor vibrations transmitted to the actua
tor through the base of the storage apparatus; maintain
ing any magnetic leakage in front of the actuator adja
cent the peripheries of the discs to a level well below
that which would erase or adversely affect the informa

tion magnetically recorded on the surfaces of the discs;

and providing a carriage support and drive arrangement
which eliminates concerns about resonant vibrations

induced by the required rapid acceleration and deceler
ation of the carriage.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The rotating disc memory storage apparatus of the
present invention includes an improved linear actuator

which satisfies the aforementioned objectives. The lin
ear actuator includes a carriage, and means for mount

ing the carriage for reciprocating movement along a

cant.
0

In the preferred embodiment, the improved actuator
assembly of the present invention utilizes two pairs of
permanent magnets mounted to the base of a magnetic
disc memory storage apparatus in a symmetrical rela
tionship relative to a vertical plane through the desired
linear path of travel of the carriage. The carriage has a
construction which is also symmetrical about a plane
through the carriage’s centerline. In the preferred em
bodiment, two separate drive coils are secured upon the

carriage, each coil having at least one effective winding
section that registers with the air gap of the associated
pair of magnets. This arrangement thus provides two

linear electromagnetic motors disposed symmetrically
relative to the centerline of the carriage. The coils are
connected to the direct-current actuator controller of

the memory storage apparatus.
It is noted that a single drive coil may be employed
instead of separate coils. Such single coil would have
active winding sections at opposite sides of the center
line of the carriage that would register with the air gaps
of the two pair of magnets. Separate drive coils are
preferred due to the shorter current rise time associated

with the shorter winding length of each separate coil.
In the preferred embodiment, each pair of magnets at
opposite sides of the centerline of the carriage is
mounted upon a pole structure that includes a central

pole. This arrangement provides two pairs of air gaps
symmetrically located at opposite sides of a plane
through the center of the carriage. The coil (or separate
coils) mounted to the carriage will have a rectangular
outline (or outlines) in a plane normal to its direction of
travel to thus provide effective winding sections which
register with the respective air gaps. Each linear
motor——-each motor being comprised of the pair of mag
55 nets separated by the central pole and the associated
drive coil sections-will apply a force to the carriage

generally along a line extending parallel to and equidis
tant from the center of the carriage.

The preferred arrangement for reciprocatably
mounting the carriage to the base of the memory stor
age apparatus includes two pairs of rollers mounted

directly under the centerline and another pair of rollers

located directly over the centerline of the carriage.
linear path that extends generally radially of the rotat
Preferably, the carriage rides on a ?xed guide rail
ing disc of the memory storage apparatus. According to
the basic feature of the present invention, the carriage is 65 mounted to the base of the apparatus midway between
the two pairs of magnets, and a preloaded guide rail is
reciprocatably driven by a pair of electromagnetic mo
biased downwardly against the single pair rollers at the
tors of identical construction that are symmetrically
top end of the carriage. The two pairs of rollers are
disposed relative to the centerline of the carriage to
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longitudinally spaced so that they stabilize the carriage

of a central body portion of the carriage, as shall be

in its longitudinal direction. Due to the symmetrical
application of forces by the two motors at opposite sides

have ?at upper and lower effective winding sections

of the carriage, the centrally disposed two-rail carriage
support arrangement is suf?cient to accurately guide

that are aligned within the two air gaps associated with
the respective pairs of magnets so that equal forces are

the carriage with minimal vibrations.

applied at both sides of the carriage generally along

described later. The drive coils are identical and each

lines A-A and B—B that are parallel to the linear path
of travel of the carriage, which path is of course deter
FIG. 1 is an exploded isometric view illustrating the
mined by the guide rails 26 and 28. The length of mag
preferred embodiment of the linear actuator assembly of 0 nets in the direction of travel of the carriage is substan<
the present invention.
tially greater than the length of coils in the same dimen
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary top plan illustrating the linear
sion, thus providing a long-gap short-coil type of linear
actuator assembly and part of the base, spindle and disc
actuator. The symmetrical arrangement of the drive
of the memory storage apparatus, with the preload rail
coils and associated pairs of magnets will be understood
support being broken away to show the carriage.
as effectively comprising two identical electromagnetic
FIG. 3 is an enlarged view taken on line 3—3 of FIG.
motors that act on the carriage symmetrically at oppo
2.
site sides thereof to produce balanced driving forces
FIG. 4 is a section taken on line 4—4 in FIG. 2.
generally along said lines B—B and C—C.
Base 10 of the rotating disc memory storage appara
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
tus is cast from a metal of high magnetic permeability,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

EMBODIMENT
Referring now particularly to FIGS. 1-3, a magnetic
disc memory storage apparatus includes a base 10 to
which a spindle 12 is mounted for rotatably supporting
several discs Dl-D3. A linear actuator 14 is provided

such as iron. According to a feature of the invention,
the magnet support structures 22 and 24 are integrally
formed with the base. The term, base, as used herein,
means that part of the rotating disc memory storage

apparatus to which the disc spindle 12 is mounted. The
magnet support structures are, except for the mounting
projections for the upper rail 28 (described later), mir
ror images of each other about a vertical plane through
the desired linear path of travel of the carriage. Each

for concurrently moving several accessing transducers
Tl-T6 along a linear path that extends generally radi
ally of the rotating discs. In particular, the apparatus is
a Winchester drive that includes ?xed discs of 5.25 in.
diameter, with an intended high track density.
The memory storage apparatus is now well known by
those of skill in this art. It includes a motor (not shown)
for rotating the discs at a high speed and a direct current
drive circuit (also not shown) that is operatively con
nected to the actuator 14. The base 10 is mounted
within a closed housing that includes a ventilation sys

tem adapted to keep the disc surfaces free of dust.
The present invention relates to the linear actuator
14. As shall now be described in detail, the actuator 14
is very compact-occupying a space that extends about
2 in. outwardly from the periphery of the disc and is
positioned about Q in. from the edges of the discs
Dl-D3. The actuator is capable of reciprocating the

transducers T1-T6 through a l in. stroke, with practi
cally no stray magnetic leakage in front of the actuator
in the vicinity of the peripheries of the rotating discs.

30

structure includes an inner pole piece 220, 240 that

projects perpendicularly upwardly from the base and
two parallel pole pieces 2211-220, 24b-24c, that respec
tively project perpendicularly from the front or inner
pole pieces 22a and 24a. The upper magnet 18a, 20a of
each pair of magnets is affixed by a suitable adhesive to
the lower surface of the respective upper pole piece 22b.

24b in spaced parallel relation above the central pole
piece 22c, 24c. The lower magnet 18b, 20b of each pair
of magnets is mounted upon a ?at surface or land 22d,

24d machined in the base 10 directly under the respec
tive central pole piece so that the lower magnets are

spaced from the respective central pole pieces by the
same distances as the upper magnets are spaced there

above. As may be seen in FIG. 3, rectangular copper
45 tubes 38 and 39 are respectively mounted on the central

pole piece 220 and 24c; the tubes are provided to form
Even though the discs are positioned quite close to the
so-called shorted turns. Two rectangular air gaps are
thus formed between the ?at upper and lower faces of
permanent magnets of the actuator assembly (see FIG.
2), the information magnetically recorded on the discs
each shorted turn member 38, 39 and the flat surfaces of
will not be affected by the ?elds of the magnets.
the respective upper and lower magnets. It will thus be
FIG. 1 illustrates the basic elements of the actuator
seen in FIG. 1 that each magnet support structure in
cludes an integral structure in the con?guration of the
14. It includes a carriage 16, a ?rst pair of permanent
magnets 18a and 18b, a second pair of magnets 20a and
letter B that opens away from the discs and which is
20b, a first magnet support structure 24 for the ?rst pair
closed at its outer end by the removable pole plate 30.
of magnets 18a and 18b, and a second magnet support
Pole plate 30 has several purposes. It is so secured by
structure 22 for the second pair of magnets 20a and 20b.
screws 40 to the pole pieces 22b-22c and 2412-240 and
Carriage 16 is reciprocated upon a pair of vertically
also to the rear end of the base adjacent the lands 22d
aligned rails 26 and 28 that are disposed in a plane lying
and 24d that it is in intimate contact with the integral
midway between the two pairs of magnets. The actua
E-shaped portions of two magnet support structures.
tor further includes a pole plate 30 that is removeably 60 Accordingly, the plate provides a return flux path at the
secured to the outer ends of the magnet support struc
outer ends of the two magnet support structures. In this
tures 22 and 24. All magnets have identical slab shapes;
connection, the inner pole pieces 22a and 24a provide
return ?ux paths at the inner ends of respective magnet
they have the same rectangular cross-section in a plane
normal to the direction of travel of the carriage and
support structures. That is, plate 30 cooperates with the
have the same lengths. Two separate drive coils 32 and
two integrally formed E-shaped support structures to
form two closed-E support structures for the permanent
34 are mounted to the carriage in a symmetrical ar
magnets. Such closed-E structures provide a generally
rangement about the centerline A——A (FIGS. 1-3) of
uniform magnetic ?eld of the same strength across the
the carriage. The coils are mounted generally outboard
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length of each of the four air gaps (the “length" ofa gas
signifying its dimension in the direction of travel of the

carriage).
Pole plate 30 also rigidly interconnects the rear ends
of the transversely spaced magnet support structures 22
and 24. The carriage 16, as indicated before, is recipro
cated at such high speeds that it may tend to induce

vibrations in the actuator assembly. The integral forma
tion of the magnet support structure in the base 10 and

the rigid interconnection of the free ends of the pole
pieces 22d-22b and 24a-24b to the base and to each
other, together assure a sturdy structure that quickly

dampens vibrations.
It is desireable that it be easy for a user to remove the

carriage 16 from the actuator 14 when, for example, the
transducers T1-T6 are to be cleaned or replaced. Re

6

cludes a tubular housing integrally formed in the base. It
will thus be understood that the integral construction of
the magnet support structures 22, 24 and the recess 50
for the lower rail provide a means for precisely orient
ing the actuator assembly relative to the axis of rotation
of the discs.
Upper rail 28 is moveably connected to the right
magnet support structure 24 so that it may swing about
an axis D-D (FIG. 1) that is parallel to the lower rail
and so that it will rest on the single upper pair of rollers
52a and 5217 at a position that is vertically aligned with
the lower rail 26, thus guiding the carriage along a
vertical plane that is perpendicular to the basev and that
is equidistant between the two pairs of magnets 180-181)
and 20a-20b. Upper rail 28 is secured to an arm member
60 which, secured in turn, is affixed upon a shaft 62.
Shaft 62 is journalled at one end in an aperture formed

movable plate 30, as will be noted in FIG. 1, can be
in a lateral projection of the end pole piece 24a of the
quickly removed to provide access to the carriage.
At this point attention is directed to FIGS. 1 and 3,
right magnet support structure 24 and at its outer end in
wherein it will be seen that various magnetic shields are 20 an aperture formed in a lateral projection at the outer

integrally formed with the base 10. Shields 42a and 42b

end of the top pole piece 220. The arm member is biased

project upwardly from the base contiguous with the

downwardly (i.e., preloaded) by a coil type torsion

spring 66 that is mounted concentrically on the shaft 62.
The arm member thus pivots about an axis that is paral
project downwardly from the upper pole pieces 22b and 25 lel to the ?xed rail 26 and that is laterally and vertically

lands 22d and 24d upon which the lower magnets 18b
and 2% are mounted. Similarly, shields 44a and 44b

24b, respectively, these latter shields being adjacent the

offset therefrom such that when the upper rail is en

upper magnets 18a and 20a. These shields are in the

gaged against the upper pair of rollers, such upper rail is
vertically aligned with the lower rail. That is, the upper
rail is supported in the plane of symmetry between the

form of thin walls interposed between the elongate
magnets and the carriage l6, and they serve to minimize
any magnetic ?eld acting on the rollers of the carriage.
Also, the inner pole pieces 22a and 240 are wider than
the magnets at their lower ends adjacent the base to act
as shields in such locations.

Carriage 16 includes a body fabricated from alumi_

two pairs of magnets. It will be seen in FIG. 1 that the
arm member is cut away between posts at its front and
rear ends to provide clearance for the upper rollers.
Referring now to FIG. 3, carriage 16 will be seen to

be symmetrical about a plane through its centerline

num or other material having a low magnetic permea 35 (indicated by lines A—A in FIGS. 1 and 2 and by point

bility. The carriage has a shape that is generally sym

A in FIG. 3). The carriage includes a central body

portion and coil support extensions 68a and 68b. The
metrical about the vertical plane through a centerline
central body portion is generally triangular at its top
A-A so that the center of gravity lies in such plane. As
and bottom including ?at inclined upper surfaces 70a
indicated in FIG. 3, the carriage is so shaped that its
center of gravity is located midway between the drive 40 and 70b that are perpendicular to each other and ?at
inclined lower surfaces 720 and 72b which are also
coils 32 and 34 approximately in alignment with the
perpendicular to each other. Rollers 52a and 52b rotate
centerline A—A. Thus, the center of gravity is approxi
on shafts that project perpendicularly from the surfaces
mately aligned with the midpoint between the centers
700 and 70b, respectively; thus, the axes of rotation of
of the two coils, that is, midway between the two lines
45 these rollers are perpendicular to each other. Similarly,
of application of force B—B and C—C.
rollers 54a and 54b and the pair of rollers 56 are rotat
As best seen in FIGS. 3 and 4 a single pair of rollers
ably mounted on shafts that project perpendicularly
52a and 52b is mounted to the upper end of the central
from the flat surfaces 720 and 72b so that the axis of
body portion 49 (FIG. 3) of the carriage 16 to engage
each pair of lower rollers are perpendicular to each
the upper rail 28. Two pairs of rollers 54a-54b and 56
(only one being visible in FIG. 4) are mounted to the 50 other. The rollers are thus symmetrically mounted rela
tive to the plane of symmetry through the centerline of
lower end of the body portion of the carriage in longitu
the carriage so that the upper pair of rollers and the
dinally spaced relation to ride on lower rail 26. In par
lower two pairs of rollers respectively ride against the
ticular, the two pairs of lower rollers are at the inner
upper and lower rails along lines of contact that are
and outer ends of the carriage at a substantial distance
from each other. As shown in FIG. 4 the drive coils 32, 55 symmetrically disposed at opposite sides of the cylindri
cal guide rails. This two-rail, centrally-disposed ar
34 are disposed equidistantly between these rollers.
rangement will be seen to be relatively compact. It
Upper rollers 52a and 5217 are located midway between
precisely guides the carriage relative to the symmetri
the lower pairs of rollers and above the drive coils. The

longitudinal separation of the lower pairs of rollers

provides longitudinal stability to the carriage.
Rails 26 and 28 are precision ground cylindrical rods.
The lower rail is ?xedly secured to the base 10 midway
between the magnet supports 22 and 24 so that the

cally disposed pairs of magnets to substantially elimi
60 nate any resonant vibrations associated with the ex

tremely rapid acceleration and deceleration of the car
riage.

Coil support structures 68a and 68b support the drive
coils 32 and 34 for reciprocation in the air gaps of the
65 associated pairs of magnets 18a-18b and 2011-201). The
drive coils have identical constructions, each being
180-18b and 20a-20b. Base 10 has a V-shaped recess 50

linear path oftravel defined by such rail lies in the plane
of symmetry midway between the two pairs of magnets

formed longitudinally therein for precisely mounting

formed on a rectangular mandrel so that each coil has a

rail 26 in such central orientation. The spindle 12 in

rectangular cross-section in the plane which is normal
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Coils 32 and 34 have ?at upper and lower winding
sections 320 and 32b and 34a and 34b, respectively.

reciprocating the carriage to transfer the transducer to
a desired track location on the rotating disc including
drive coil means mounted to the carriage for forming at

Upper winding section 320 registers in the air gap be

least two identical effective coil sections that are respec

tween upper magnet 180 and shorted turn 38, and upper

tively symmetrically arranged about a plane that ex
tends through the center of the carriage and that is

to its direction of travel as mounted on the carriage.

winding section 34a registers in the symmetrically dis
posed air gap between upper magnet 20a and shorted
turn 39. The lower effective winding sections 32b and

parallel to its linear direction of travel, and at least two

identical pairs of permanent magnets stationarily

mounted to the memory apparatus near the periphery of
tween the lower magnets 18b and shorted turn 38 and 0 the disc at the opposite sides of the carriage for forming
two air gaps that respectively register with said two coil
the lower magnet 20b and the associated shorted turn

34b register in the symmetrically disposed air gaps be

39, respectively. It is noted that these flat effective
winding sections are shorter in their direction of travel
than the length of the magnets. Thus, the actuator mo
tors may be referred to as being of the long-gap short
coil type.
As illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 3, coil support struc

sections, said coil sections surrounding and forming air
gaps with said central poles, whereby when said coil
means is energized motive forces are applied generally
along two transversely spaced lines that are symmetri
cal about said center plane of the carriage.
2. The actuator assembly according to claim 1,

wherein said drive coil means comprises a pair of sepa
rate identical coils, each coil including a winding sec
of spaced legs at the lower ends of such outer walls. The
sides of the central body portion of the carriage have 20 tion that registers with the air gap ofone of said pairs of
permanent magnets.
rectangular recesses formed therein in alignment, with
3. The actuator assembly according to claim 2,
opposed rectangular recesses being formed in the interi
wherein each coil has a rectangular outline in a plane
ors of the outer walls. The rectangular drive coils are
normal to its direction of travel, the active winding
received in these opposed recesses and are affixed with
a suitable adhesive mixture 74 (FIG. 3) so that the coils 25 section of each coil comprising a flat portion thereof.
4. The actuator assembly according to either claim 2
are generally symmetrical about the aforementioned
or claim 3, wherein the air gap of each pair of perma
center plane of the carriage and so that the effective
nent magnets has a greater length in the direction of
winding sections thereof will properly register within
travel of the carriage than the length of the associated
the air gaps of the associated pairs of magnets. In other
effective coil section.
words, the coil support structures provide means for
5. The actuator assembly according to claim 1,
mounting the rectangular coils so that the coils are
wherein each pair of permanent magnets is supported
symmetrical about the center plane of the carriage and
tures 68a and 68b each include an outer wall and a pair

so that such rectangular coils are concentric with the

on a structure comprising two magnet support poles

center pole pieces of the two magnet support structures.
It will be noticed in FIG. 3 the central body portion
of the carriage 16 includes recesses formed longitudi

of the carriage, the actuator assembly further compris

nally therein to reduce its mass.

the two magnet support poles to form two air gaps at
each side of the carriage center plane that are at oppo

The transducers T1-T6 are mounted on flexure arms

that are parallel to and equidistant from the center plane

ing said central pole which is spaced midway between

FA (shown diagrammatically in the drawings). Flexure
arms FA project forwardly from separate mounting

site sides of the respective central pole, and said drive

members 76 which are removably attached to comple
mentarily formed portions at the inner end of the car

each side of the carriage that are symmetrically dis
posed relative to the center plane in registration with
the air gaps of the respective pairs of magnets.
6. The actuator assembly according to claim 5,

coil means including two effective winding sections at

riage. The lower tlexure arm is secured to a ?xed pro
jection 78. The ?exure arms and their mounting ar
rangement at the inner end of the carriage are also gen 45 wherein said all magnets have rectangular outlines in a
plane that is normal to said center plane, and each cen
erally symmetrically disposed about the center plane of
tral pole has a rectangular outline so that each air gap is
the carriage so that the center of gravity of the carriage
defined at one side by a ?at surface of a magnet and at
lies in the center plane between the two drive coils, as

stated earlier.
The coils 32a and 32b have lead wires shown dia
grammatically in FIG. 1. The lead wires are connected
to a conventional direct current drive circuit. It is noted
that the lead wires can be connected either in series or

parallel to the linear actuator drive circuit.

Although the best mode contemplated for carrying
out the present invention has been herein shown and

its other side by a ?at surface of the associated central
pole, said effective coil sections being flat to conform
with the air gaps.
7. The actuator assembly according to claim 6,
wherein each magnet support structure further includes
an end pole which is integrally formed with the respec
tive central pole and two magnet support poles to form
an E-shaped structure.

8. The actuator assembly according to claim 7,
described, it will be apparent that modification and
wherein said center plane of the carriage is oriented
variation may be made without departing from what is
parallel to the axis of rotation of the disc, and said inte
regarded to be the subject matter of the invention.
60 grally formed magnet support structures are integrally
What is claimed is:
formed in a base member so that said end poles project
1. A transducer actuator assembly for a rotating disc
outwardly from the base member.
memory apparatus comprising: a carriage; means for
9. The actuator assembly according to claim 8,
mounting at least one transducer at one end of the car
wherein end poles of each magnet support structure are
riage; means adjacent the periphery of the rotating disc
proximal the edge of the media of the memory storage
of the memory apparatus for guiding the carriage for
apparatus.
movement along a desired linear path of travel relative
10. The actuator assembly according to claim 9,
to the disc; a pair of symmetrically disposed electro
wherein the ends of the magnet support poles and the
magnetic motors, each including a central pole, for

4,414,594
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tive forces on the carriage in symmetrical relationship

central poles are free, the actuator further including a

pole plate and means for detachably connecting the

relative to the center plane.
16. In the memory storage apparatus according to
plate to said free ends so that it extends transversely
claim 15, said magnet mounting means including two
between the two magnet support structures.
magnet support structures that are equidistantly spaced
11. The actuator assembly according to claim 1,
at opposite sides of said plane each including a pair of
wherein the means for guiding the carriage includes a
magnet support poles and a central pole, each respec
base member, a ?rst straight rail rigidly mounted to the
tive pair of said magnets being respectively mounted to
base member to determine said linear path of travel of
the magnet support pole in spaced relationship with the
the carriage, a second straight rail, means for mounting
the second rail for swinging about an axis parallel to the O respective central pole to form two air gaps at opposite
sides of the respective central pole, and said drive coil
?rst rail, rollers mounted at opposite sides of the car
means forming two separated effective coil sections at
riage for rolling engagement with the rails, and means
each side of the carriage that register within the associ~
for biasing the movable rail toward the fixed rail to
ated two air gaps at the respective side of the carriage.
engage the carriage between the rails in rolling contact
17. In the memory storage apparatus according to
therewith.
claim 16, wherein each magnet support structure fur
12. The actuator assembly according to claim 11,
ther includes an end pole integrally formed in said base,
wherein said rails are cylindrical, said rollers are cylin
with the central pole and the magnet support poles
drical and mounted to the carriage in pairs, means for
being integrally formed with the respective end pole.
mounting the rollers to the carriage so that each pair of
18. In the memory storage apparatus according to
rollers rides against the associated rail along lines of 20
claim 17, wherein the ends of the central poles and the
contact on the rail that are symmetrically disposed

magnet support poles that are opposite from the end
poles are free, the magnet support structure further

about said center plane of the carriage.
13. The actuator assembly according to claim 12,

comprising a single pole member that is removably
wherein two of the pairs of rollers are mounted to the
carriage at a spacing in the direction of travel that is 25 af?xed to extend transversely between said free ends of
the central and magnet support poles of the two magnet
greater than the length of the coil sections in the direc
support structures.
tion of travel.
19. In the memory storage apparatus according to
14. The actuator assembly according to claim 12,
claim 16, wherein the two coil sections at each side of
wherein said two pairs of rollers are mounted on the
30 the carriage comprise sections of a separate coil mem
carriage to ride on the ?xed ?rst rail.
bers, the separate coil members being mounted to the
15. In a magnetic disc memory storage apparatus
carriage at opposite sides of the carriage in transversely
including a base, spindle means mounted to the base for
spaced symmetrical relationship.
rotating at least one disc, a transducer for accessing
20. In the memory storage apparatus according to
information magnetically recorded in the disc, and an
actuator assembly for moving the transducer along a 35 either claim 15 or claim 16, wherein said magnets have
rectangular outlines in a section taken normal to the
straight line to distal track locations on the disc, the
path of travel of the carriage, and the effective coil
sections have ?at con?gurations for registration within

improvement comprising: said actuator assembly in
cluding a carriage, means for guiding the carriage along
a linear path adjacent the periphery of the disc, and
electromagnetic means including central poles trans
versely spaced at opposite sides of the carriage for ap
plying equal and separate motive forces on the carriage
including two pairs of elongate magnets, means for

the ?at air gaps.

21. In the memory storage apparatus according to
claim 15, wherein said means for guiding the carriage
includes a ?rst guide rail rigidly mounted to the base at
a location midway between said air gaps; a second guide

rigidly mounting the magnets to form at least two air

gaps disposed in transversely spaced symmetrical rela
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tionship relative to a plane that lies in said linear path of

rail, said carriage including roller means to the carriage
to roll against rails, means for movably mounting the
second rail for swinging about an axis that is parallel to
the ?rst guide rail and so that it rests on the associated
roller means in a position also midway between the air
gaps, and spring means for biasing the second rail

travel, drive coil means mounted to the carriage for
forming at least two effective winding sections in sym

metrical relationship at opposite sides of said plane and
respectively in alignment with said air gaps and spaced
from said magnets and said central poles to apply mo

against the carriage.
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